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Pamela Mar 
Thursday, October 10, 1996, at the historical society's regular meeting, introducing Mr. Parker 
Williams, who lives on and will speak about Protection Island. 
 
[recording stops and starts] 
 
[unidentified male speaker] 
…known by everybody here as a gatherer of all the Protection Island data and information and is 
presently putting a museum together on Protection Island, Parker Williams. 
 
[applause] 
 
Parker Williams 
Well, thank you very much. You might wonder why anybody would be so interested in the history 
of just a small area of Nanaimo. But I got involved in the community and it really goes back to 
about 1980, when the Gallows Point light station was automated. And previous to that, there were 
two families that used to man the light station. But after automation, there were two good dwelling 
houses that were left vacant and the Department of Transport in their wisdom were going to torch 
them, and that would be the end of it. But at that time, there were some community-minded people 
over there that thought: "Well, we've got to save these buildings, they're good substantial 
buildings." After a lot of bureaucratic finagling, and I don't know what went on, I wasn't involved 
at that time, but I know it posed quite a bit of hassle. It eventually ended up that the City end up 
the ownership of the property. And it was the Lions Club formed over there as a vehicle to lease 
the property from the City so that these two houses could be renovated and developed for use in 
the community.  
 
Well, the first building, the larger of the two, was made into a community hall. And that took a lot 
of time because it had to, it meant a lot of interior structures had to be changed. And it was about 
a ten-year project and a lot of volunteer time and fundraising required. But with the completion of 
that project there was a second building, a smaller one, and the idea was to make it into a small 
museum to just interpret the history of the island. And by this time, I got to become pretty heavily 
involved in it, and being interested in history, I was detailed to do the research on the history of 
the island and make up a display for this museum. So that's where I got going on this.  
 
To get into the history of Protection Island, I started out with the first Europeans to sight the island. 
And this was the Spanish explorers. And back in 1791, this was in the days of Vancouver and 
Quadra, it was Lieutenant Francisco de Eliza, he left Nootka on the west coast for an exploration 
journey of Juan de Fuca and the southern Strait of Georgia. And he came into this area and 
explored Northumberland Channel, Nanaimo Harbour and Departure Bay. And he left the 
name Winthuysen to this whole area. Now, Winthuysen was an admiral in the Spanish navy, but 
he was never ever on this coast. He must have been of some note to use his name. Admiral 
Winthuysen actually lost his life in the Battle of St. Vincent against Nelson. And last spring in 
Portugal, I visited Cape St. Vincent and tried to visualize that sea battle way back at that time. 
 
Now, the following year in 1792, the Spanish naval officers Galiano and Valdés, in their exploring 
schooners Sutil and Mexicana, they left Nootka on a journey of exploration to circumnavigate 
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Vancouver Island. And after a stormy crossing of the Strait of Georgia, they worked their way into 
Descanso Bay on Gabriola Island. That's the bay where the ferry docks there on the north end of 
the island. That was called Descanso Bay, the bay of rest. And they spent a few days exploring 
this area and mapping, and they continued the name Winthuysen for this area. But it's interesting 
to look at the maps that they made in those times, and they show the eastern coast of all these 
Gulf Islands down here as part of Vancouver Island. They didn't realize that that was a series of 
islands separate from Vancouver Island. 
 
And after 1792, there was no further contact with European exploration until 1852, when the 
Hudson's Bay Company came in and claimed the coal field in Nanaimo. Now, at this time, 
Protection Island was of little significance. They called it Douglas Island, and even today, that's 
still the legal name. If you look at all the legal papers, and it'll say Douglas Island otherwise known 
as Protection Island. So, it's always been referred to as its descriptive name, Protection. There 
were no major Native settlements on the island, although I've run across a few small middens. 
So, there was probably, I don't know, maybe fish camps or whatever, but no major villages. But it 
was really used as a… for target practice. Because to impress the firepower of the cannons to 
the Natives, to make sure that law and order was kept, they would fire the cannons from the 
Bastion over into the island. And also, the visiting British naval ships would use the island for 
target practice. And over the years, there were a number of shells that were found, and one, there 
was one story of quite a disaster with a live shell being found. But I was fortunate to have a 
cannonball over in our little museum there that was dug up in a garden on the east side of the 
island. So, with the size of the shell, it's 6 inch in diameter, iron shell and it weighs 40 pounds. So, 
I have to assume it must have come from a naval ship, because from what information I have of 
the Bastion cannons, they didn't have one that large. So, these cannon shells firing off into the 
bush and shattering trees, did impress the Native population. It was a form of firearm to be feared. 
 
07:38  
 
To go back to one of the big stories in those early days, was the story of Gallows Point - how it 
got its name. And the story of Gallows Point really starts in Victoria, where the Hudson's Bay 
Company maintained a sheep station in Saanich, some four miles distance from Fort Victoria. 
And there were two shepherds employed there, Peter Brown and James Skea. Now, on the 
morning of November 5, 1852, now this is the same year that the Hudson's Bay had come into 
Nanaimo and established a settlement here. I believe the Hudson's Bay came in in August of 
1952 [sic] and this was in November. Well, Mr. Skea, it was his turn to drive the sheep up to 
pasture and Peter Brown had to… It was his turn to remain at the station and do the household 
chores. And as he was leaving the station, he passed several Natives, and it didn't cause him any 
concern because these visits from the Natives were fairly frequent. And when he returned about 
noon to join his friend for the midday meal, here Peter Brown was sprawled out with a couple of 
bullet holes through his chest and nobody around. But they had left a number of valuable clues 
as to their identity.  
 
Governor James Douglas, he was very concerned about this, and he declared that the murderers 
had to be apprehended so that law and order could be maintained in the colony. He was quite 
concerned about law and order in the colony. But he did determine from the clues that one of the 
culprits was from the Cowichan tribe and the other one from the Nanaimo tribe. And fortunately, 
at this time for him, there was the British naval vessel HMS Thetis, under the command of Captain 
Kuper, was on the Coast at Victoria. So, Governor Douglas requested the assistance of Captain 
Kuper on his capture of the Natives. At first, he tried to negotiate with the chiefs, but he didn't get 
anywhere that way and he determined that a show of force was going to be required in order to 
accomplish their capture. So, he made arrangements for the steamer, the Beaver, and the 
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brigantine Recovery to transport a small force of Hudson's Bay Company employees. And also, 
he requisitioned a force from the Thetis to support his civil authority. In his report to London on 
this part of the situation, he writes: "The expedition anchored off the mouth of the Cowichan on 
the 6th of January 1853. I immediately dispatched messengers with an invitation to the several 
Native tribes who inhabited the valley and banks of the river to meet with me as soon as 
convenient at some fixed point for settling the differences that had led me to visit their country, at 
the same time giving them distinctly the understanding that I should be under painful necessity 
assuming a hostile attitude and marching against them with the forces under my command should 
they decline my invitation."  
 
Well, they accepted his invitation and agreed to meet with him the next morning. They came down 
the river in their canoes, but they were of a hostile nature and the situation was very tense. But 
Governor Douglas, in his characteristic nature, was very calm and collected, diffused the situation 
by just, sort of, paying no attention to them. But he, being a non-smoker, he lit up his pipe and 
started a parley with the chiefs. And after a couple hours of heavy negotiations, he effected the 
surrender of the culprit from the Cowichan tribe. So, he was taken as a prisoner aboard the 
steamer, and then they came off to Nanaimo. And here again he tried to negotiate for the 
surrender of the culprit from the Nanaimo tribe. And again, he didn't have any luck, so he loaded 
a cannon on some of the small boats and headed up the river, because they determined that the 
culprit was from one of the villages on the river, up the river. So, he headed upriver, and he didn't 
have any problem at the villages because, again, of these cannons, they, sort of, was his key into 
the village. They weren't going to argue with the cannons.  
 
At the second village upriver, he found out that the man he was after had just left and had gone 
up some stream to the west of the village. So, he sent a scout and a group of sailors from the 
naval vessel to find this person they were after. Being January, there was snow on the ground, 
and it was easy to trace him to this stream. It was getting on towards the end of the day and they 
come to a big log-jam and the scout was just about going to call off the search at this log-jam, 
because they couldn't see where he's at, and he heard the snap of a gun. What had happened, 
the Native was going to shoot the scout, but with the weather conditions, his powder was damp, 
and his gun didn't go off. So, hearing the noise, the scout went and tried to find him amongst the 
log-jam. In the meantime, he was reloading his gun and the second shot, the cap fired off, but not 
the load in the gun barrel. So, this gave away the position of the person that they were after, and 
he was quickly captured and taken back taken into custody.  
 
Now, with the two of them in custody, Douglas writes of the final act: he says that "The two Indians 
now being in custody were brought to trial and found guilty of willful murder by a jury composed 
of officers present. They were sentenced to be hanged by the neck until dead and the execution 
took place in the presence of the whole Nanaimo tribe. The scene appearing to make a deep 
impression on their minds and will, I trust, will have the effect of restraining others from the 
commission of crimes." 
 
The trial took place on the morning of January 17, 1853, aboard the Beaver. And it is the first trial 
by judge and jury under English law to be held on this coast, the two judges being James Douglas 
and Lieutenant Arthur Sansum, the jury consisting of the officers of the ship. And, of course, it 
was almost a foregone conclusion, they were found guilty. The same day, there was two men 
called from the settlement in Nanaimo to erect a gallows on the southernmost tip of Protection 
Island. So, the execution actually took place on the same day the trial took. So, they didn't… It 
was quite a different legal system then. But the whole principle of it was that Douglas wanted to 
impress upon everyone that British law and order was to be maintained in this country. 
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Now, for many years, that point was called Execution Point. And if you look on some of the early 
maps, it shows it as Execution Point. And I've encountered that name up until about 1900. And 
what brought about the change of it to Gallows Point, I'm not sure. But I would think about 1900 
it was changed to Gallows Point. 
 
Now, one of the main claims to fame over there is the mining interest. Now, the first indication of 
looking for coal over there is recorded in the Hudson's Bay journal of August 1855. And two miners 
were sent to the island to sink a bore in search of coal. And after several days of boring, they hit 
a 14-inch seam of coal, and once through this seam, rock was encountered again, so the boring 
was discontinued. Now, the exact location of this was not recorded, but I believe it was probably 
down where Leeshore is now, on that rocky point just a little bit to the west. Because at low tide 
along that shore, there is a small coal seam outcrop. And that's the only area that I would assume 
where the bore would be. But they lost interest because, I guess, the 14-inch seam wasn't worth 
pursuing. 
 
Now, when the Hudson's Bay Company started the first mining operation in Nanaimo, it was called 
the Nanaimo Coal Company. But pretty soon, the Hudson's Bay realized they weren't suited as 
coal mine operators, and they sold their mining operations in 1861. I think I heard that date earlier, 
was that when St. Paul's Church was first built? That is quite a notable date then. They sold their 
mining operation to an English firm, and the operation became known as Vancouver Coal Mining 
and Land Company. And then it was reorganized in later years, 1889, and it was called the New 
Vancouver Coal Company.  
 
Now, the story of the Protection Island coal mine really starts in 1881, when the Vancouver Coal 
Company started sinking the Number One Esplanade shaft in the downtown area of Nanaimo; 
that's a well-known landmark. The shaft sinking operation struck the Douglas coal seam at 635 
feet in 1883. Hitting the coal seam, then they started mining it under the harbour, in an easterly 
direction. And by 1890, it reached across the harbour as far as Protection Island. So, in 1891, a 
contract was let to sink the Protection Island shaft to tap into this workings. And they reached the 
Douglas seam at 670 feet, they're getting down a little bit deeper. But at the same time, when 
they were sinking the shaft, they were putting in the headframe and putting in extensive power 
plant and hoisting gear. And they built a coal loading wharf, complete with a bunker capacity of 
1,200 tons and a railway to connect the shaft with the wharf. Then in 1893, the shaft was lowered 
further to the Newcastle seam, which was below the Douglas seam, and they hit that at the 740-
foot level, and according to Minister of Mines' report, this mine was the deepest in the district. 
 
20:58  
 
In 1903, the New Vancouver Coal Company was purchased by the Western Fuel Company, a 
San Francisco-based firm. Now, one of their first moves was to install an underground electric 
railway, because they were starting to get quite a distance from their Number One Esplanade 
shaft. They had two 30-horsepower electric locomotives, and these could pull 90 cars a trip at a 
speed of six miles an hour. Now mules were used underground to haul from the different workings 
out to the main line. And, of course, these mules, they were stabled underground and the only 
time they come to daylight was to go to the company farm to recuperate from injuries or retire. 
Now, this electric underground tramway proved quite successful, so this resulted in all the coal 
being shipped out through the Number One Esplanade Mine. This had all the shipping from both 
the Protection and the Number One come out through the Number One shaft. Now, the Protection 
shaft, they had quite an extensive power plant over there, and it was used for ventilation and used 
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to supply compressed air. It had a seven-inch diameter pipe, and I've run across a section of this 
pipe over there, a seven-inch diameter pipe to supply compressed air underground to the pumps 
and the drilling machines. The only coal hoisted was to operate the boilers for the power plant.  
 
Then in 1905, the company commenced using the Protection shaft to enter and exit all the miners 
underground. This was in reaction to the passing of eight-hour legislation in 1904. Prior to this, 
the miners' work hours commenced only after reaching the base of the coal seam, and there were 
no regulations as to the number of hours of work. With the eight-hour law, miners could be 
underground no more than eight hours, and the time started when the workers started down the 
shaft. Now, from the Number One Esplanade, when they went down there, they could be up to 
two miles from their workings. So, this was a pretty drastic change, because I read the legislation 
of the old Coal Mining Regulation Act, and the only hours of work regulation in there was for boys 
under 15 years of age working in the mine.  
 
There's an interesting sidelight to this 1904 eight-hour day law. It was a result of two local MLAs, 
politicians here. One was Jim Hawthornthwaite, who was elected in 1903 for Nanaimo, and my 
grandfather, elected for Newcastle, who was out there at the same time. Now, these two were the 
first Socialists elected to the legislature and the McBride Conservative government at that time 
needed their vote to sustain the power. They actually held the balance of power. So, for the 
premier, McBride, to satisfy their needs and, sort of, lock them in to supporting him, he give them 
this benefit, this eight-hour day law. So, there was political shenanigans going on even in those 
days. The mine manager, he called it the Hawthornthwaite Law, threatened to close the mine if it 
was passed. But more logic prevailed, and they come up with this idea of using the Protection 
shaft so that they were closer to the workings.  
 
Now, to get the miners from Nanaimo to Protection, a tug and scow was used. The Western Fuel 
Company had a scow built in Victoria with a capacity for 365 people. And it, by today's standards, 
they wouldn't look very favourably on using a scow for transporting that many people, but anyway, 
things were different in those days. The scow went into service in 1905, and was christened 
the Rainbow, and it became quite a well-known fixture on the waterfront. The captain appointed, 
there was a Captain Stromgren. He was appointed master. The interesting point of his 
appointment was, previously he sailed as master on the coastal schooner Oscar, which I'll 
mention a little bit later here. Because the Oscar a few years later left its mark on Protection 
Island. The first tug used on the scow was a boat called the Mist, it was a former pleasure yacht 
that was converted to a tug, but it was too small for the job, and it was replaced by a tug called 
the Alert, which was, became well known and operated for many years here. There were other 
tugs used as relief at times, but the Alert in those years was the old standby. 
 
In 1915, a larger scow was built. The miner numbers were increasing. And in 1918, the steam 
tug We Two went into service under captain Dan Martin. This tug was used until the mine closed 
in 1938. And I've been trying to research the disposition of this tug, and I've got two stories that I 
haven't reconciled on it. One says that it ended up in Victoria as a harbour tug, and the other one 
says it ended up as the Nanaimo Towing Native Chief. So, I've got some research to do on that. 
When you're researching history sometimes it's hard to reconcile facts. 
 
27:53  
 
After that, the mine closed, the scow was used as a floating wharf around the harbour for many 
different locations. And its final disposition reported that when the Departure Bay ferry terminal 
was being built, that would be back in Black Ball times, it was buried in the field for part of the 
parking lot.  
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And also, on Protection Island in the early years, we had a Chinatown, because there was a… 
Chinese were used as labourers and particularly to shovel coal into the boilers. So, a small 
Chinatown was established, and I know the exact location of it. And it's in a place where, probably 
the only place, you could have a real good garden over there. It's in a low, flat area. And they had 
fruit trees and, even today, there's still, some of the old apple trees are still bearing fruit, although 
they're pretty rough. But they did help their… Become self-sufficient. There was a number, the 
fellow that owns the lot where the Chinatown was, he dug up a number of bottles that he gave 
me for our display. And even when I was digging out the basement in our place, I ran onto quite 
a large vase-type of bottle, and I took to the museum when Ed Lee was there for him to identify 
it. He had identified it as an old Chinese whiskey bottle. So, I guess they had medicinal purposes 
too. 
 
Over the years the mine experienced a number of disasters. 1911, a grass fire started near the 
storeroom and was got out of control and spread to the powder house which then blew up the 
powder house. And the flames were clearly visible from Nanaimo, and so every available boat 
was put into service to get help over there. There was a full shift of miners underground at the 
time that, as soon as the fire was quelled, they had to put every effort into getting the ventilation 
fan back in service, because it had been knocked out by the explosion. In the meantime, the 
manager had ordered all of the miners to evacuate via the Number One Esplanade shaft. But as 
it resulted, the ventilation fan was put back in service in short order. But the engineer on duty was 
killed by the explosion. 
 
Then in 1913, January 1913, there was a lot of damage done to the surface workings when a 
shipload of dynamite exploded on the shores of Protection Island. Now, this is the SS Oscar, a 
small coastal steamer. And it called in Nanaimo, and it filled its coal bunkers, and on its departure, 
it was heading for the Britannia Mine in Howe Sound. And after clearing the harbour, she run into 
some very heavy weather. So, the captain turned about, to come back and shelter to wait out the 
weather. About this time, a fire was discovered in the coal bunkers. So, knowing the nature of its 
cargo, a load of dynamite, something had to be done pretty quick. So, he headed for the nearest 
shore to beach it, so that everybody could evacuate, because in the rough weather they couldn't 
land, they couldn't launch the lifeboats. So, Protection Island, the east shore of Protection Island, 
was the closest point of land. So, he ran it up on the beach and everybody got off. They had a 
ladder over the bow, and they got off and got ashore and got on the ground and it blew. A lot of 
you probably read the story that every window in Nanaimo was broken. And it's quite interesting 
reading the Free Press account of it, one said that the glaziers and the saloon keepers were very 
busy calming everybody's nerves; they did a roaring business. The glaziers filling in the glass. But 
over on the island, it took the full brunt of this explosion and it knocked over the smokestacks of 
the powerhouse and badly damaged the headframe on the shaft. And one of the buildings, it was 
reported, was reduced to kindling wood. But fortunately enough, in spite of the intensity of this 
explosion, there were no fatalities. But the mine had to close for a period of time until repairs were 
affected. They reported there was $25,000 worth of damage. So, in 1913 terms, it was pretty 
expensive. 
 
33:18  
 
But the most tragic accident was on the morning of September 10, 1918. And this was when the 
hoisting cable on the cage snapped, plunging sixteen miners to their deaths. Now, six cage loads 
had safely been lowered, and on the seventh trip down, at about the 150-foot level, the cable 
snapped, and the cage free fell for the next four or five hundred feet. And it crashed through three-
inch-thick planks at the Douglas seam and fell another 70 feet to the unused Newcastle seam 
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below it. Everybody was instantly killed and pretty badly mangled. The rescue team had to come 
in from the Number One Esplanade shaft. And few days later, a mass funeral was held for all the 
victims. Now, there was a lot of investigation into this cable, you read the Minister of Mines' report, 
there's pages and pages of it. But, in a nutshell, it was determined it was caused by a lack of 
lubrication. Now, the external inspection of the cable looked fine, but when they cut it in pieces, 
the internal part of the cable, moisture had got in and corroded the internal part. So that even if 
they did oil or grease the external part, it didn't penetrate into the centre. So, that was probably 
the most tragic accident. And also, that there's safety catches that didn't function when it went 
into a free fall. 
 
Over the years, Protection Mine was a pretty consistent producer for both the domestic and export 
market. Most of the export coal was shipped to San Francisco, because you must remember that 
the Western Fuel Company was a San Francisco-based company. And locally, the Western Fuel 
docks supplied bunker coal for the ships on the Coast. But gradually, the coal production began 
to decline, in part due to competition from the California crude oil. After the discovery of crude oil 
in California, that became a popular source of energy. And many of the steam-powered ships and 
locomotives began converting from coal to oil. 
 
By 1936, the mine was gradually becoming exhausted and production was decreasing. And there 
was getting geological problems underneath, some movements and a few rockslides and that. 
So, finally on October 5, 1938, the last ton of coal was hoisted from the Number One Esplanade 
and Protection Mine. When it's closed, it was stated to be the oldest operating coal mine in British 
Columbia, dating back to the sinking of the Number One Esplanade shaft in 1881. And it's 
reported that the South End people missed the familiar whistles from the Number One shops 
which for years disturbed their morning slumbers, calling men to work. 
 
36:55 
  
The next few years that the pithead stood, the structure stood derelict and it became a very well-
known landmark, particularly to the mariners guiding their ships into the Nanaimo Harbour. That 
was, you know, a faithful landmark. But when Nanaimo was looking for some spectacular way to 
celebrate the victory of World War Two, the project chosen was to set the Protection pithead on 
fire. Now, this idea was proposed by the well-known Nanaimoite, I know you'll all be familiar with 
Phil Piper. Phil was a great promoter of all sorts of schemes. So, this was one of his projects, and 
permission was granted from the Canadian Collieries, owners of the structure, to burn it. Now, 
here's a little corporate change here, the Canadian Collieries. So, Canadian Collieries purchased 
the Western Fuel Company in 1928, but it was still, went under the name of Western Fuel. And 
after the mine closed in 1938, the Canadian Collieries retained ownership of all the properties.  
 
On the evening of September 12, 1948, the Protection pithead was set afire, and created a 
spectacular blaze for all Nanaimo to view. And this eliminated the last major evidence of mining 
on Protection Island, although there's still a few cement structures here and there that people 
wonder: "Well, what are they for?" But there is a few structures to remind us that coal mining was 
a big industry over there. 
 
Now, even before the coal mines closed, recreation was an aspect of island life. In 1921, Mr. 
Woody Anderson and Mr. Archie Perry announced that they planned to establish a miniature 
Coney Island amusement park on the island. And the location was to be at Rocky Point, at the 
entrance to the gap between Newcastle and Protection. What was built was a pavilion with a 
dance floor that could accommodate a hundred couples. And the business was called the Kanoo 
Pavilion, that's K-A-N-double-O. The pavilion owners operated their own launches from the 
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Reliable Boat Works in Commercial Inlet, that would be in where the Gordon Street parkade is 
now, and that was all still water in there. After a few years of popularity, the pavilion was closed 
and sold to new owners and a picnic ground was established and became Happyland. And then 
later, after some more ownership changes, it became known as Leeshore. And right now, there's 
not too much going on there, except mostly moorage from their docks. 
 
But in 1959, Nanaimo Realty, under the leadership of Frank Ney, purchased the island for the 
sum of $130,000. Now, a waterfront lot over there is approaching, or has approached, that price 
now, so it's kind of hard to believe they purchased the whole island for that price. And at that time, 
the island was divided into 344 lots, with generous proportions dedicated to parkland, and the 
great sales promotion was on. Lots could be purchased for as little as $8 down and $8 a month, 
so it was within the reach of pretty well anyone to buy a lot over there, and there was a great rush 
on. I always felt it was one of Frank's favourite development projects, because it'd give him an 
opportunity to dress-up a sale as a pirate, and all the salesmen dress up as pirates and go on a 
selling spree over there. One of their promotions was the swim across the harbour every summer. 
And it was… Frank had his own summer home over there, and he spent a fair bit of time. And 
actually, he was even a charter member of our Protection Island Lions Club. And, well, he didn't 
attend our meetings, he would attend our social functions. And we were fortunate over there, 
because once he came to the social functions, he couldn't just pop in and pop out like he used to 
do in town here. In town, I forget what the record was of how many social functions he could 
attend in a night, but over there, he only attended one. It became a lot of summer cottages. I 
believe even your president, Gavin, had a cottage over there at one time. Very, very popular 
summer place.  
 
42:22  
 
But time marches on, and in 1974, when the big city boundary expansion, they were expanded. 
For some reason, Protection Island was included in the city's expanded boundaries. And thus 
began a transition period from a summer cottage island to a permanent residential area. This 
created a few problems for the City. Now, the first thing, we were spending quite a bit of time over 
there at that time, and the first benefit the City felt we needed was streetlights. Why? - I've never 
been able to figure out, but they put a bunch of streetlights around the place. But the most 
contentious issue was water service. You know, we're in the city now, okay we want city services. 
So, because there was drilled wells over there, when the island was subdivided, there was a few 
wells drilled with hand pumps, but the water was of very questionable quality. So, water, if it was 
going to become a permanent residents' place, water had to be a must.  
 
So, at first, the City run a water main over there, and supplied one fire hydrant. And they had four 
standpipes in the road, and you're supposed to go down there and get your bucket of water and 
toddle home and live happily ever after. But it wasn't long, there's a lot of ingenuity over there 
when you live in a place like that, that pretty soon these standpipes, they had garden hoses 
running to the houses nearby. And then pretty soon the garden hoses expanded into plastic pipes, 
and it wasn't long before the whole island was covered with plastic pipes and tap-offs to each 
cottage or home. You didn't get any pressure, but if you got a trickle of water. The way I had, I 
had a small tank, and I could let it dribble overnight and my tank was full and then I had one of 
these shallow well pumps. Oh, it worked great! But this was highly illegal, the City, they would 
come over and unhook it, but before the workers got back to town, they were all hooked up again. 
And they threatened legal action and all sorts of dire things, but eventually they put in a water 
distribution and a sewer system.  
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There are still a lot of obstacles, challenges to living over there, but it's getting fairly, there's 
probably between 250 and 300 permanent residents.  
 
So, I'll leave it at that. As it, oh, Mary Bowman had some pictures she took recently. You may 
want to look at. I didn't bring any, too much with me because it's always a chore packing them 
back and forth. But what I would invite you, individually or as a group, to come over and visit our 
little museum. It's not too much, it's just in its embryo stage, and we're not open on a regular basis. 
In the summertime, we're open on the weekends in the afternoons, because there's always a 
problem of finding staffing. But I'm always open on request at any time, so if any of you, 
individually or as a group, want to come and have a look at this museum, it'd be most welcome if 
you could contact me first. I think Gavin has my phone number, he's probably the easiest one to 
get my phone number from, and contact me, I'd be… If you don't expect too much, but I do have 
a few panels on display and I would like to see some of you over there to have a look. So, if 
anybody has any questions, I'll... 
 
[applause] 
 
[recording stops and starts] 
 
[unidentified male speaker] 
On behalf of the members and guests here, we'd like to thank you for your efforts in bringing us 
up to date as far as the development of the island goes. And we haven't got a gift for you, but we 
might mention the fact that the Nanaimo Museum is deaccessioning a number of items, so I would 
suggest that maybe you get in touch with them and see if you could make a deal with them. 
 
Parker Williams 
We need some showcases, badly. 
 
[unidentified male speaker] 
Yeah, well anything like that, so congratulations and thank you. 
 
47:27  
 
[recording ends] 

 


